“Anyone who doesn’t understand the connection between the economy and the environment is on the wrong side of the future.”

Rep. Nancy Pelosi, CA

Business Approach to Sustainability: A Round Table Discussion

We have asked business leaders and key university personnel to come together for a discussion about preparing students for careers in businesses of the future. SC Department of Commerce Chief of Staff Jim Morris will moderate. The discussion will begin with brief presentations by several international industry representatives who will describe how their firms view environmental and sustainability-related issues. University leaders will be invited to respond, and then a general discussion will be opened with audience members and participants.

Industry Representatives:
Carl Fletcher, BMW, Greer
Tom Goebel, AFCO, Anderson
Reinhart and Patricia Hubner, Hubner Co., Mt. Pleasant
Sabine Lang, Lang Mekra, Ridgeway
Nick Odom, Springs Industries, Lancaster

University Representatives:
Tom CU eng and sce
Ralph white, USC engr
Joel Smith, USC bus
(cu asst. bus or Chris Prez, dir of res)

(others in audience expected to comment or question include jeff arpan, larry fredendall, Harris pasitdes?
Medical dean at MUSC? Presidents? C

Invite placement officers from each school?